
FEATURE BENEFIT 

THE IDEAL TELLER SCANNER 

Compact Size 
The smallest check scanner in its class minimizes valuable desktop space.  Feeder and pocket 
components retract when not in use to further reduce needed desktop space. 

High Speed Capture large deposits quickly at 155 documents per minute. 

Ease of use and 
Superior Paper 
Handling 

Minimize operator training and support issues. 

Industry-Leading 
Image Quality 
and MICR 
Performance 

Minimize the need for re-scans and data entry. 

Durable Design Will last years without failure or damage due to handling. 

IMAGING 

Multiple Image 
Capture 

Captures up to 5 images of differing resolutions at track speed. 

Facilitates integration of multiple applications with varying image requirements. 

MICR/OCR Complements the MICR reader to provide high read rates, including skewed items. 

In-Line OCR A 
and/or B 

And Barcode 

Reads more than just MICR with ease. 

Satisfies the need to read multiple fonts. 

Uses the same device for both check and remittance processing. 

Automatic 
Deskew 

Automatically corrects the front and rear images of items that were captured with skew, 
providing a clean, straight image for processing and archive. 

Automatic 

Reorientation 

Automatically flips or rotates images of items inserted upside-down or backwards, eliminating 
the need to rescan these items. 

Region of Interest 
Thresholding 

Provides multiple levels of thresholding (lighter to darker images) to facilitate capture of very 
low contrast data (e.g. printed money orders). 

ENDORSEMENT - SmartSource Pro Elite and Elite 55 only 

Rear 1 to 4 Line 
Endorser 

Choose the level of detail included in endorsement. 

Eliminates the need for a separate validation device. 

TrueType fonts and graphic/logo capabilities to facilitate marketing/branding message. 

Prints receipts and client customized information (i.e. balances, etc.) from scanner. 

Ink Options 

Manages TCO by selecting from economy, standard, and premium quality endorsements. 

The SmartSource standard cartridge is “intelligent” to measure ink levels to help reduce
waste while ensuring quality printing. 

MORE THAN JUST CHECKS 

ID Card Capture Captures images of ridged item such as ID and health cards 

Scan tall 
documents 

Open transport design enables the scanning of taller documents.  While only the bottom 4.25 
inches are imaged, A5 or even A4 documents can be processed. 

Elite Series Scanners 



Adding Machine 
Tapes 

Images up to six feet of adding machine tape for remote balancing, eliminating the need to 
transport large deposits. 

USER FRIENDLY FUNCTIONALITY 

Low and Hinged 
Cover Design 

Access items anywhere in track to improve operator productivity. 

Users no longer need to remove covers; saving time and making it less likely that parts will 
break due to improper user interaction. 

Auto-Start 

(Pro Elite 
only) 

Set your application to automatically close the input hopper flag and begin processing when an 
item is detected. 

Hopper flag automatically reopens when input is empty. 

Facilitates easy document loading with one-handed operation. 

SmartClear 
Button 

Effortlessly clear jams from track. 

Software 
Selectable 
Document 
Feeding 

Software control of document feeding characteristics allows image processing of alternate 
document types, such as envelopes. 

LED Status 
Indicator 

Provides visual indication of scanner status. 

Communicates with users in the event of exceptions. 

For more information visit www.digitalcheck.com
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AVAILABLE MODELS 

55 or 155 documents per minute 
Endorser standard 

55 documents per minute 
No endorser 

Matching thermal receipt printer 

SmartSource Elite SmartSource Merchant Elite 
SmartSource ReceiptNOW Elite 




